Mobilità internazionale per studio nei Paesi Extra-UE a.a. 2019/2020

MONGOLIA
Mongolian State University of Arts and Culture (MSUAC)
www.msuac.edu.mn

**POSSONO PRESENTARE DOMANDA PER QUESTA SEDE SOLO GLI STUDENTI AFFERENTI ALLA SEGUENTE SCUOLA:**
STUDI UMANISTICI E DELLA FORMAZIONE

**COORDINATORE DELLO SCAMBIO**
Prof. Nadia Breda (nadia.breda@unifi.it)

**SCHOOLS/DEPARTMENTS/COURSES AT PARTNER INSTITUTION OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM THE RELEVANT UNIFI SCHOOL:**
Open to visiting students for University of Florence.
1. History of Mongolia
2. Philology and stylistics of Mongolian language
3. History of Mongolian culture
4. Cultural Anthropology
5. Mongolian traditional literary culture
6. Mongolian ethnic culture

Selective courses:
1. Study of Tangible cultural heritage of Mongolia
2. Study of Intangible cultural heritage of Mongolia
1. Introductory practice
2. Field study

(\textit{The selective courses are to be paid separately by visiting students})

**REQUIRED LANGUAGE SKILLS**
English (upper intern or above)

**APPLICATION DEADLINES**
nd

**ENROLMENT/ATTENDANCE FEES**
2 visiting students will be hosted at School of Culture, MSUAC, without paying enrollment tuition fee. This conditions are based on reciprocity

**INSURANCE**
Visiting students will be responsible for their mobility insurance

**HOUSING**
A visiting student will be provided a place with student dormitory of MSUAC.
A visiting student has to apply and get a visa.